Association between a parent’s brand passion and a child’s brand passion: a moderated moderated-mediation model
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Purpose: Both marketing scholars and brand managers have noted the importance of brand passion. They have increasingly emphasized how brand passion influences consumers’ psychological states and behaviors. In contrast, an almost negligible effort has been made to study whether the individual’s brand passion can be transferred to others.

Methods: Using consumer socialization theory and emotional contagion theory as a lens, this study explores whether airline brand passion can be transferred from a parent to a child. To this end, a convenience sample of \( N = 202 \) parent-child dyads was utilized to test the moderated moderated-mediation hypotheses.

Results: The results provide evidence that parents’ airline passion can be translated into the child’s airline passion via emotional contagion for daughters who live with their parents but not those who live independently of their parents. Similarly, parents’ airline passion can be transferred to sons regardless of their geographical distance. The implications, limitations, and agendas for future research are discussed in depth.
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Introduction
Passion is a drive that leads to romance, physical attraction, and related phenomena in a loving relationship. Vallerand et al. extended this view to passion for an activity and cited passion as the strong inclination in which people invest more time and resources compared to other activities because they like it and find it important. Since then, numerous researchers extended this view to passion for a brand and defined brand passion as a primarily affective, extremely positive attitude toward a specific brand that leads to an emotional attachment.

Both consumer scholars and brand managers have noted the importance of brand passion. As such, studies have shown that brands that managed to create and maintain deep emotional bonds (e.g., brand passion) with their customers may improve consumers’ willingness-to-pay a price premium and positive word-of-mouth for the brand; moreover, it may enhance brand engagement, purchase intentions, and brand loyalty, which are the supreme objective of both marketing scholars and brand managers.

The increasing numbers of brand passion studies have explored the antecedents and consequences of brand passion and mainly focused on how consumers’ passion for a brand influences their own psychological state and behaviors. In contrast, an almost negligible effort has been made to investigate whether individuals’ brand passion can...
be transferred to others. Academic research on consumer socialization theory and intergenerational influence suggests that parents’ positive affect relates significantly to the child’s positive affect and that parents transmit consumption related values, purchasing habits, and brand preferences to their children. Therefore, one of the prime objectives of the present study is to explore whether a parent’s brand passion can be transferred to a child’s brand passion. This is the first question the present study aims to answer.

A theoretical framework that is being increasingly applied in psychological research to facilitate the transmission of individuals’ emotions, attitudes, beliefs, and behavior to others is an emotional contagion; it is a leading theory of psychology that suggests that people often mimic or catch the positive emotions of others during their social interactions. This is also known as a trickle-down effect in which one’s behaviors can provoke similar responses in receivers. For example, Cardon’s study in the management context confirmed the trickle-down effect by examining whether passion can be transferred from entrepreneurs to employees via emotional contagion. Likewise, a recent study in a similar context reported the transmission of work passion from leaders to employees via emotional contagion. We argue that the mediation of emotional contagion on the relationship between a parent’s brand passion and a child’s brand passion may provide a nuanced way to link a parent’s brand passion to a child’s brand passion. Therefore, we embedded emotional contagion as a mediating mechanism to explore whether brand passion can be transferred from a parent to a child via emotional contagion. This is the second question the present study aims to answer.

In addition to exploring whether a parent’s brand passion can be transferred to a child’s brand passion, the present study aims to further explore the moderation of a child’s gender and their geographical distance from their parents. That is, we address whether the child’s gender and their geographical distance from their parents can differentiate the transmission of a parent’s brand passion to a child’s brand passion via the emotional contagion of daughters and sons who live with their parents and those who live independently from their parents. From a managerial point of view, it is more promising to examine the moderation of a child’s gender and their geographical distance, as they have been considered as the most common form of market segmentation, targeting, and positioning.

In summary, the prime objective of the present study is to investigate how to transfer a parent’s brand passion to a child’s brand passion. To this end, we contributed to developing a moderated moderated-mediation model to explain the psychological mechanism of transferring a parent’s brand passion to a child’s brand passion. Particularly, our study contributed in three distinctive ways. First, our research validates the trickle-down effect in the marketing research and identified a new source of a child’s brand passion from their parents in the airline sector. Second, our study confirms the mediation of emotional contagion on the association between a parent’s brand passion and a child’s brand passion, which extends emotional contagion theory from the field of organizational behavior to marketing. Third, we explore the moderation of a child’s gender and their geographical distance from their parents and provided a more nuanced way to segment the total market based on gender and geographical distance. This way may help airline managers to solidify their airline’s
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brand positioning strategies separately for males (eg, sons) and females (eg, daughters) who live with their parents and who live at long distances from their parents (Figure 1).

Theoretical underpinning and hypotheses
Parent's brand passion and child's brand passion
As discussed in the “Introduction” section, brand passion is “a primarily affective, extremely positive attitude toward a specific brand that leads to emotional attachment”.4,6 Empirical studies have demonstrated that when purchasers are passionate about the brand, they are probably going to invest more time and energy to get that brand.7 The effect of the brand passion has been shown to affect many key consumer behavior outcomes, including willingness to pay a price premium, word of mouth, intention to play digital games, online auction addiction, behavioral intention toward gambling, Internet sports gambling, brand loyalty, and so on.5,9,11,20–23

The vast majority of empirical studies have emphasized the concept of brand passion and how it influences the consumer’s psychological states and behaviors. In contrast, negligible effort has been made to investigate whether an individual’s brand passion can be transferred to others. This line of inquiry is similar to the consumer socialization theory,13 which refers to parents’ influence on their offspring’s beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors.24 Consumer socialization is the process whereby children gain consumption-relevant skills, knowledge, and values from their parents.14,15 Studies have shown the transmission of consumption-related habits, knowledge, and attitude from parents to children, termed as intergenerational influence.12,25,26

The effects of parents’ buying habits and skills on offspring’s brand preferences and consumption-relevant values have been documented in many studies. Arndt27 reported intergenerational influence between students and their parents in the context of innovativeness and opinion leadership. An empirical study reported agreement between father–son dyads in the context of brand choice in auto insurance.28 Similarly, research by Moore-Shay and Lutz29 revealed similarities between mothers and daughters in mother–daughter dyads in terms of brand preference. Francis and Burns30 reported intergenerational agreement in mother–daughter dyads for the way they acquire clothing. The study by Schindler et al32 reported parent–child similarity in deal proneness and sales promotion preference. Hussain and Siddiqui31 showed the presence of intergenerational influence between parent and child in terms of brand preference.

Collectively, these studies support the notion of the present study that children do receive brand preferences from their parents. Therefore, based on a significant body of evidence for parental influence on children behavior, as well as the socialization theory, we expect that parents’ airline passion can be transferred to the child. Thus, we formally propose the following relationship: parent’s airline brand passion positively relates to child’s airline brand passion (Hypothesis 1).

The mediation of emotional contagion
Emotional contagion is “the tendency to automatically mimic and synchronize movements, expressions, postures, and vocalizations with those of another person and, consequently, to converge emotionally”.16 Studies guided by the emotional contagion theory have shown that people usually emulate or mimic the positive emotions of others (eg, the facial expressions, body movements, postures, speech rates, and so on) consciously and subconsciously.12–34

Scholars have shown that people often mimic or catch the emotions of others during their social interactions.35,36 Social scientists have further demonstrated that people tend to copy the emotions of trusted or familiar people more readily.37 This is called the trickle-down effect, which causes a transmitter’s affect and behavior to provoke similar responses in receivers.37 Similarly, Cardon18 has confirmed the trickle-down effect by exploring whether passion can be transferred from entrepreneur to employees. Further, scholars in the leadership domain have reported a significant association between leaders’ positive affect and followers’ positive affect through emotional contagion.38,39 Similarly, Li et al19 further confirm the trickle-down effect in the organizational behavior context and show the positive association between a leader’s work passion and employees’ work passion through emotional contagion. Weber and Quiring40 examine the effects of confederates’ laughter on participants’ emotional reactions and funniness ratings and suggest that individuals laughed and smiled more when they were watching a movie clip in the company of a confederate who also laughed. Guadagno et al’s41 research in the video-gaming context shows that those individuals reporting strong affective responses to a video reported greater intent to spread the video. Given the background of these studies, we believe that the trickle-down effect may also be suitable for brand passion convergence in our study’s context because the literature on intergenerational influence suggests that buying styles and skills are often shared intergenerationally42,43 and that parents transmit consumption-related values, purchasing habits, and brand preferences to children via emotional contagion. This notion
is further supported by many studies that have documented the prominent role of parents in influencing children’s brand preference, innovativeness, deal proneness, and so on.\textsuperscript{12,44,45} Based on the trickle-down effect and the emotional contagion theory, we expect that airline brand passion may be transmitted from parent to child via emotional contagion. Therefore, we propose the following relationship: emotional contagion mediates the relationship between a parent’s airline brand passion and child’s airline brand passion (Hypothesis 2).

The moderated moderation of child’s gender and geographical distance

In addition to exploring the mediating role of emotional contagion, the present study aims to investigate the moderated moderation of the child’s gender and geographical distance from parents in the relationship between parent’s brand passion and child’s brand passion via emotional contagion of daughters/sons who live with parents and those who live at long distances from their parents. The effect of parent’s brand passion on child via emotional contagion is particularly relevant when daughters/sons live with their parents and when they live at long distances from their parents. We believe that the child’s geographical distance might affect the emotional contagion of daughters/sons who live with parents and who live independently from their parents. This issue has captured the attention of many scholars who have reported that males and females differ in their tendency to mimic emotional expressions.\textsuperscript{46,47} Similarly, academic research on parent–child geographical distance suggests that students describe themselves more closely to their parents after leaving home and automatically mimic their behaviors.\textsuperscript{48,49} Similarly, research shows that fathers whose children moved >200 miles to go to college reported that their sons became emotionally contagious on them,\textsuperscript{50,51} and Moore et al\textsuperscript{45} show that intergenerational influences are more prominent in the mother–daughter relationship for those who live with parents in the same house. This idea is supported by research, which reported that daughters are more emotionally expressive than sons and that they usually mimic the positive emotions, attitudes, and behaviors of their mothers.\textsuperscript{52} Further, research suggests that women/daughters are more likely to move to their partner’s (eg, husband) residential location and mimic the emotions and behaviors of their husbands.\textsuperscript{53,54} Given the background of these findings; we believe that the child’s gender and his/her geographical distance from parents play a significant role in the convergence of airline brand passion from parent to child. Particularly, we expect that parent’s airline brand passion may be transferred to sons and daughters who live with parents, whereas it may not be transmitted to sons/daughters who do not live with parents in the same house. Therefore, we formally propose the following relationships: the magnitude of the moderation of children’s geographical distance from parents for the effect of parent’s airline brand passion on child’s airline brand passion via emotional contagion is contingent on gender, such that the moderated moderated-mediation relationship will be stronger for daughters who live with parents than for those who live independently from their parents. Similarly, the moderated moderated-mediation relationship will be stronger for sons who live with their parents than for those who live independently from their parents (Hypothesis 3).

Methods

The convenience sampling technique was used to approach 350 airline passengers of various airlines at the major airports of Pakistan during their shopping at airport duty-free shops and while waiting in the lounge. Participants were asked to think about an airline brand to which they were very attached (eg, Emirates, Qatar Airways, Pakistan International Airlines, Air China, SriLankan Airlines, Pak Air Blue, Turkish Airways, Shaheen Air, Gulf Air, Thai Airways, and so on) or to consider any other airline brand which they were very passionate about and would love to consider while traveling. Next, the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire containing a set of items measuring their airline brand passion, emotional contagion, geographical distance from their parents, and some demographic characteristics. At the end of the survey, participants were requested the name, phone number, and address of a parent. Participants knew that his/her parent would be sent a survey, yet they had no information of the exact contents of that survey. After the initial examination of the filled questionnaires, 76 responses were excluded due to incomplete data and because the participants did not mention a parent address or phone number.

The 274 parents whose name and address were obtained from their child (son/daughter) were sent a survey along with small gifts via courier. In the parent survey, we asked participants to indicate their airline brand passion, geographical distance from their child, and some demographic characteristics. Of the 274 surveys mailed to parents, 225 were returned. However, of the 225 returned surveys, 23 responses that showed missing information were dropped, resulting in an effective response rate of 57.71%. In this manner, data from 202 parent–child dyads were used to test the hypotheses.
Participants
For the 202 parent–child dyads used in the study, the age of the children ranged from 17 to 35 years, with the mean being 23.90 years. Among these, 56.4% were males (sons), 72.3% were not married, 42.1% were students, 47% had a bachelor’s degree, and 55.9% lived with their parents while the remaining 44.1% lived independently from their parents. For the 202 dyads, the parent’s age extended from 39 to 68 years, with a mean of 51.42 years. Of whom, 62.4% were fathers, while the remaining 37.6% were mothers; 47% of parents held a bachelor’s degree, 42.6% held a master’s degree, while the remaining 10.4% had a school/college degree. Further, 37.1% of parents were running their family business, 29.7% had a government job, 26.7% had a job in private organizations, and the remaining 6.5% had retired from their jobs. Finally, of the 202 dyads, 71 were father–son, 55 were father–daughter, 43 were mother–son, and 33 were mother–daughter dyads. The detailed sample characteristics are presented in Table 1.

Ethical statement
This research was reviewed and approved by the ethics review committees for Pakistan and the University of Science and Technology Beijing. All participants were informed that they would be participating in a short consumer behavior survey and that they could withdraw from participation at any time and without any consequences throughout and after the session. All participants provided written informed consent as per the Declaration of Helsinki.

Measure validation
All scale items utilized were adapted from past studies and worded painstakingly to fit the context of the study. A follow-up pilot study was conducted with a convenience sample of 30 airline customers to ensure that the items could be clearly understood.

Parent–child airline brand passion
To assess parent’s and child’s passion for airline brand, we adapted a 10-item scale used in previous research. The scale consists of two dimensions – harmonious passion and obsessive passion. The one item in the harmonious passion dimension was “XYZ airline reflects the qualities I like about myself”. The one exemplary item of the obsessive passion dimension was “I cannot travel without XYZ airline”. The items of parent–child airline brand passion were measured using a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1= completely disagree to 5= completely agree. Cronbach’s alpha values for the parent’s airline brand passion and child’s airline brand passion were, respectively, 0.963 and 0.985, which exceeded the recommended threshold. Similarly, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of the parent’s and child’s brand passion for airline brand separately, and the fit indices yielded excellent fit values for both parent’s passion for airline brand (ratio of mean chi-square to degrees of freedom [CMIN/DF] = 1.214; comparative fit index [CFI] = 0.996; relative fit index [RFI] = 0.979; Tucker-Lewis index [TLI] = 0.995; normed fit index [NFI] = 0.979; goodness-of-fit index [GFI] = 0.959; standardized root mean square residual [SRMR] = 0.010; and root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA] = 0.033) and child’s passion for airline brand (CMIN/DF = 1.199; CFI = 0.998; RFI = 0.984; TLI = 0.997; NFI = 0.988; GFI = 0.959; SRMR = 0.013; and RMSEA = 0.031). The CFA findings indicate that the brand passion scale has good construct validity.

Table 1 Characteristics of the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years (parents: mother/father)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>51.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (parents)</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>37.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (parents)</td>
<td>School/college</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>42.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profession (parents)</td>
<td>Retired from job</td>
<td>06.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government employee</td>
<td>29.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private employee</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Running family business</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual frequency by airplane (parents)</td>
<td>1–5 times</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5–10 times</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More than 10 times</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s geographical distance from parents</td>
<td>Living with parents</td>
<td>55.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not living with parents</td>
<td>44.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years (child: son/daughter)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>23.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (child)</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>56.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (child)</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>01.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profession (child)</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government employee</td>
<td>04.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private employee</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Running family business</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not married</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual frequency by airplane (child)</td>
<td>1–5 times</td>
<td>64.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5–10 times</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More than 10 times</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Sample size N=202.*
Emotional contagion
We adapted the emotional contagion scale from previous studies9,57 and worded it accordingly to fit the context of the study. For instance, the item “working together with a happy leader picks me up when I’m feeling down” was adjusted to “being close with a happy father/mother picks me up when I’m feeling down”. The participants were asked to score all items based on their true feelings toward their father/mother, and we measured their responses with a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = completely disagree to 5 = completely agree. The original scale, which consisted of 15 items, yielded poor fit values: CMIN/DF = 10.520, CFI = 0.735, RFI = 0.669, TLI = 0.691, NFI = 0.716, GFI = 0.561, SRMR = 0.279, and RMSEA = 0.218. However, after omitting some items, such as “I clench my jaws and my shoulders get tight when I see the angry face of my father/mother” and “I notice myself getting tense when I’m around my father/mother who is stressed out”, the CFA fitted comparatively well: CMIN/DF = 1.044, CFI = 0.999, RFI = 0.984, TLI = 0.999, NFI = 0.988, GFI = 0.971, SRMR = 0.013, and RMSEA = 0.015. These CFA findings indicate that the emotional contagion scale has good construct validity. Further, the value of Cronbach’s alpha for the retained items was 0.976, which exceeded the recommended threshold value of 0.70.56

Geographical distance from parents
We measured the child’s geographical distance from parents in the present study by asking participants whether they are living with parents in the same household or living in another part of the country or outside the country, inspired from Dubas and Petersen.48 We operationalized child’s geographical distance from parents as low = 1 (eg, living with a parent) and high = 2 (eg, living independently from their parents).

Results
CFA results
We ran CFA in Amos 21.0 to check the convergent and discriminant validity of the parent’s brand passion, emotional contagion, and child’s brand passion variables. We compared a three-factor model (Model 1) with three other two-factor models (Model 2, Model 3, and Model 4) and a one-factor model (Model 5). In Model 1, we considered three variables (ie, parent’s brand passion, emotional contagion, and child’s brand passion) as three independent factors. In the first two-factor model, we loaded parent’s brand passion and emotional contagion items on one factor. In the second two-factor model, we loaded emotional contagion and child’s brand passion items on one factor. In the third two-factor model, we loaded parent’s brand passion and child’s brand passion items on one factor. In the one-factor model, we loaded all variables (ie, parent’s brand passion, emotional contagion, and child’s brand passion) items on one factor. The result reveals that the three-factor model (Model 1) fits the data better than other competing models: CMIN/DF = 1.578, CFI = 0.973, TLI = 0.971, IFI = 0.973, SRMR = 0.035, and RMSEA = 0.054. This suggests that the participants could differentiate the constructs under study (Table 2).

Descriptive statistics
Table 3 demonstrates the mean, SD, Cronbach’s alpha, and bivariate correlations among the variables. Inspection of

Table 2 Model comparison: confirmatory factor analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>CMIN/DF</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three factors (PBP, EC, CBP)</td>
<td>1.578</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two factors (PBP/CE combined)</td>
<td>6.485</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two factors (EC/CBP combined)</td>
<td>6.500</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two factors (PBP/CBP combined)</td>
<td>6.756</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One factor (PBP/EC/CBP combined)</td>
<td>11.597</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The bold values indicate that three-factor model fits the data better than other competing models.
Abbreviations: CBP, child’s brand passion; CFI, comparative fit index; df, degrees of freedom; EC, emotional contagion; IFI, incremental fit index; PBP, parent’s brand passion; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; SRMR, standardized root mean square residual; TLI, Tucker-Lewis index.

Table 3 Descriptive statistics and bivariate relationships among variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent’s brand passion</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional contagion</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.313**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s brand passion</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.227**</td>
<td>0.555**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical distance from parents</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.297**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: **p<0.01; *p<0.05. 1 = Parent’s brand passion; 2 = Emotional contagion; 3 = Child’s brand passion; 4 = Geographical distance from parents.
Abbreviation: n/a, not applicable.
the correlations shows that parent’s airline brand passion is positively correlated to emotional contagion ($r=0.313$, $p<0.01$) and positively correlated to child’s airline brand passion ($r=0.227$, $p<0.01$). The correlation findings also reveal that emotional contagion is significantly correlated to child’s airline brand passion ($r=0.555$, $p<0.01$). In addition, the child’s geographical distance from parents is positively related to child’s airline brand passion ($r=0.297$, $p<0.01$) and insignificantly related to parent’s airline brand passion ($r=0.002$, $p=ns$) and emotional contagion ($r=0.064$, $p=ns$). The results of correlation analysis generally support the positive effects of parent’s airline brand passion on child’s airline brand passion.

The mediating effect of emotional contagion

Next, we used SPSS (version 22.0) to explore the mediating effect of emotional contagion on the relationship between a parent’s airline brand passion and child’s airline brand passion. Model 1, shown in Table 4, reveals that parent’s passion for airline brand had a significant positive effect on child’s passion for airline brand ($\beta=0.227$, $p<0.001$), which supports Hypothesis 1. Similarly, after we added emotional contagion into regression models (Model 2 and Model 3), the effect of parent’s airline brand passion on child’s airline brand passion was statistically insignificant ($\beta=0.059$, $p=ns$). Model 3 further reveals that emotional contagion had the strongest positive effect on child’s airline brand passion ($\beta=0.537$, $p<0.001$). Thus, emotional contagion fully mediated the relationship between a parent’s brand passion and a child’s brand passion.

In order to examine whether the indirect effect of parent’s airline brand passion on child’s airline brand passion via emotional contagion is significant, we conducted the Sobel test using the bootstrapping method with bias-corrected confidence estimates.$^{58,59}$ 95% CI was obtained with 5,000 bootstraps resample.$^{60}$ The results of Sobel test for a significant indirect effect of parent’s airline brand passion on child’s airline brand passion via emotional contagion was found to be statistically significant ($\beta=0.295$, CI =0.171 to 0.449). As a result, the mediating effect of a parent’s airline brand passion on child’s airline brand passion via emotional contagion was statistically significant, and Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 were fully supported by our results.

**Moderated moderated-mediation model**

Hypothesis 3 relating to moderated moderated-mediation effects of both child’s geographical distance from parents and the child gender on the relationship between parent’s airline brand passion and child’s airline brand passion via emotional contagion were tested simultaneously using the moderated moderated-mediation approach, suggested by Hayes.$^{61,62}$ Hypothesis 3 posits that the moderation of geographical distance from parents for an effect of parent’s airline brand passion on emotional contagion is contingent on gender (ie, daughters and sons) such that the moderated moderated-mediation relationship will be stronger for sons who live with parents than for those who live independently from their parents. Similarly, moderated moderated-mediation relationship will be stronger for sons who live with parents than for those who live independently from their parents.

Consistent with our intuition, the moderated moderated-mediation results reveal a significant three-way interaction effect of the parent’s airline brand passion, child’s geographical distance from parents, and child’s gender on child’s airline brand passion via emotional contagion ($\beta=1.12$, $p<0.009$), which uniquely accounted for 26.4% of the variance, $F(194)=9.95$, $p<0.001$ (Table 5). Based on the moderated moderated-mediation procedure suggested by Hayes,$^{62}$ we plotted the interaction effect$^{63}$ and thereafter examined whether the effect of parent’s airline brand passion on emotional contagion is salient for daughters who live with parents than for those who live independently from their parents, and whether the effect of parent’s airline brand passion on emotional contagion is salient for sons who live with parents than for those who live independently from their parents.

Specifically, with low geographical distance from parents (eg, daughter who lives with parents), the results supported the moderated moderated-mediation effect of emotional contagion ($\beta=0.89$, $p<0.001$, 95% CI =0.594 to 1.192). With high geographical distance from parents (eg, daughters who live independently from their parents), the results revealed that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Model 1 (CBP as dependent variable)</th>
<th>Model 2 (EC as dependent variable)</th>
<th>Model 3 (CBP as dependent variable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.248***</td>
<td>2.030***</td>
<td>1.039*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBP</td>
<td>0.227***</td>
<td>0.313***</td>
<td>0.059**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.537***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>10.858</td>
<td>21.984</td>
<td>45.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ***$p<0.001$; **$p<0.01$; *$p<0.05$.
Abbreviations: CBP, child’s brand passion; EC, emotional contagion; ns, not significant; PBP, parent’s brand passion.
emotional contagion does not play a significant moderated moderated-mediation role ($\beta=-0.29, p=ns, 95\% CI=-0.671$ to $0.096$). Together, the results suggested that the effect of parent’s airline brand passion on child’s airline brand passion via emotional contagion is salient for females/daughters who live with parents than for those who do not live with parents (Figure 2).

Similarly, the results further show that the effect of parent’s airline brand passion on child’s airline brand passion via emotional contagion is significant for males/sons who live with parents as well as for those who live independently from their parents. However, the parent’s airline brand passion had a stronger impact on child’s airline brand passion via emotional contagion of sons who live with their parents ($\beta=0.66, p<0.01, 95\% CI=0.130$ to $1.197$) than for sons who live independently from their parents ($\beta=0.60, p<0.01, 95\% CI=0.176$ to $1.023$). Thus, Hypothesis 3 is partially supported by our results.

**Discussion**

Our study is one of the initial attempts to build and test a moderated moderated-mediation model to explore the
trickle-down effect of brand passion in the service context (eg, airline sector). Particularly, our study contributed to brand management literature in three ways. First, our study contributed to the exploration of whether parent’s brand passion can be translated into child’s brand passion. Second, we contributed to the exploration of whether the parent’s airline brand passion can be transferred to the child through the mediating role of emotional contagion. Third, we contributed to the exploration of whether the effect of parent’s brand passion on child’s emotional contagion is contingent on child’s gender and his/her geographical distance from parents.

Consistent with our hypotheses, our results supported the significant direct effect of parent’s brand passion on child’s brand passion in the service context (eg, airline industry). This finding corroborates the results of previous research, which reported a significant effect of parents’ and siblings’ innovativeness on consumer innovativeness.

Similarly, our results for the indirect effect of emotional contagion between parent’s airline brand passion and child’s airline brand passion reveal that after adding emotional contagion as a mediating mechanism in the model, the effect of parent’s airline brand passion on child’s airline brand passion was insignificant, suggesting that emotional contagion fully mediated the association between parent’s airline brand passion and child’s airline brand passion. These results are consistent with a recent study conducted in the context of organizational behavior, which reported the transmission of work passion from leaders to employees via emotional contagion.

Moreover, our results of moderated moderated mediation of child’s geographical distance from parent and the child’s gender (ie, sons and daughters) demonstrate that the effect of parent’s brand passion on child’s brand passion via emotional contagion was statistically significant for daughters who live with parents than for those who do not live with parents, suggesting that parent’s brand passion can be transferred to the daughter via emotional contagion of daughters who live with parents but not in the case of those who live independently from their parents. A possible explanation for this finding relates to the cultural ethos or heritage. For example, after marriage, wives usually live with their husbands and follow their husband’s lead, instead of following their parents; thus, parents’ airline brand passion may not be transferred to daughters who are married and live with their husbands or to those who live at long distances from their parents. Similarly, as forecast, our results further show that parents’ airline brand passion can be transferred to sons via emotional contagion of sons who live with their parents as well as in those who live independently from their parents. This finding is also in line with the previous studies that have been conducted in the educational psychology context, which revealed that students describe themselves as closer to their parents after leaving home and mimic what their parents used to do.

### Theoretical and practical implications

Our research contributes to the growing body of research on brand passion and intergenerational influences in numerous ways. First, our research has identified a significant positive influence of a parent’s brand passion on child’s brand passion, thereby advancing the understanding of and research into brand passion toward family influence as a new avenue for improving brand passion.

The vast majority of empirical studies have emphasized the concept of consumer brand passion and how it influences consumers’ psychological states and behaviors, such as willingness to pay a price premium, word of mouth, online shopping dependency, intention to play digital games, online auction addiction, behavioral intention toward gambling, Internet sports gambling, and brand loyalty. However, this study went one step ahead to demonstrate the transference of brand passion between parent and child. As a result, this study provided interesting findings, suggesting a promising avenue for transferring one’s brand passion to others.

Second, our study has provided empirical support to the consumer socialization theory and the emotional contagion theory and further confirmed the mediation of emotional contagion, which facilitates the transference of parent’s brand passion to the child’s brand passion. Past studies examining parental influence have reported mixed findings. For instance, research showed an agreement level of 32% between father–son dyads in the context of brand choice, while another study found that intergenerational agreement between mother–daughter dyads in terms of brand preference was 49%. Similarly, another research reported brand preference agreement from 76% to 11%. These variations limit the understanding of substantive findings and subsequent theory development. Thus, our study confirmed the promising role of emotional contagion and showed that parent’s brand passion may be a prominent source of child’s brand passion, which is thus transferred to the child (ie, daughter/son) through emotional contagion.

Third, our study contributed to building a moderated moderated-mediation model of brand passion contagion by adding the child’s geographical distance from parents and the
child’s gender as moderating variables to better understand the trickle-down effect of brand passion transference. Our results demonstrate that emotional contagion is a prominent mediator of parents’ and daughters’ brand passion in the case of those who live with their parents and that emotional contagion insignificantly mediates the airline brand passion transference from parents to daughters who live independently from their parents. Similarly, emotional contagion is an important mediator of airline brand passion transference from parents to sons who live with their parents and those who live independently from their parents.

Fourth, the nexus between parent’s airline brand passion and child’s airline brand passion has important implications for policymakers. For example, our study explores a contemporary way to promote child’s brand passion through family socialization. Our study reveals that parental influence is a source of child’s airline brand passion. Thus, airline managers seeking to promote airline brand passion should consider the framework of the present study and design marketing programs (eg, advertisement appeals) or design brand messages that focus on consumer socialization and intergenerational influences.

Fifth, this research reveals the importance of emotional contagion, which facilitates the transference of consumer attitudes and beliefs from parent to child. Particularly, our study provides insight into how brand passion and specific brand meanings can be transferred within the family (eg, sons and daughters). Airline managers should recognize the key role of emotional contagion in transferring parent’s brand passion to the child and solidify their airline brand positioning in the minds and hearts of their target customers based on family socialization. To achieve this, refined brand messages in advertising can be used to positively display how parent’s brand passion influences child’s brand passion.

Finally, our study examines the moderated moderation of children’s gender and their geographical distance from parents, which suggests that parent’s airline brand passion can be transferred to the daughter via emotional contagion of daughters who live with parents but not for those who live independently from their parents, while the parent’s airline brand passion can be transferred to the son regardless of geographical distance. Airline managers wishing to position their brands based on family socialization should carefully analyze this body of knowledge to segment their total market based on gender and geographical distance and solidify their airline brand-positioning strategies separately for males (eg, sons) and females (eg, daughters) who live with their parents and those who live independently from their parents.

Limitations and future research opportunities

Although the present research has contributed uniquely to consumer socialization and intergenerational influence literature, it has some limitations. First, our study is mainly focused on intergenerational influence (eg, parent’s brand passion influences child’s brand passion), whereas intragenerational influence (eg, siblings’ influence may also be exerted) was not considered. Extant literature on family socialization suggests that siblings can be important role models for each other and their brand preference influence may also be exerted. Similarly, an empirical study has reported that when peer comparisons are especially salient, siblings are likely to be a strong reference group influencing behavior. In accordance with these rationales, we call for future research to explore whether siblings’ brand passion can be transferred to others.

Second, our study has focused on the transference of parent’s brand passion to the child in the service context of the airline industry, and policymakers should carefully utilize the findings of the present research, as these results may not be generalizable to other contexts. Thus, future research may benefit from exploring whether parent’s brand passion in the manufacturing industry can be transferred to the child; alternatively, future research could additionally explore the transference of parent’s brand passion of shopping (eg, cars, cell phones, sports items, and clothing brands) and convenience products (eg, soft drinks).

Third, because of the uneven group sizes and the small number of mothers in the sample (eg, of the 202 parent–child dyads, 71 were father–son, 55 were father–daughter, 43 were mother–son, and 33 were mother–daughter pairs), our study generally focused on the transference of parent’s (eg, mother and father) brand passion to the child, whereas the separate influence of mother–daughter, mother–son, father–daughter, and father–son pairs was not considered. Thus, we call for future research to specifically explore the separate effects of these dyads and, if possible, to compare mother–daughter, mother–son, father–daughter, and father–son brand passion transference.

Fourth, although our study explored the effect of parent’s brand passion on child’s brand passion via emotional contagion, it is still unknown whether harmonious or obsessive brand passion can be transferred from parent to child, as our study used a composite score of the brand passion rather than a score based on the individual facets (ie, harmonious or obsessive brand passion). Therefore, future research can identify whether harmonious or obsessive brand passion is transferable from a parent to a child.
Finally, the present study was conducted in Pakistan (the data for the present study were collected from Pakistani nationals at major airports of Pakistan), which is one of the collectivistic nations, according to Hofstede’s cultural typology, where the parental influence on a child’s buying behavior is high. Therefore, airline managers should carefully consider the framework of the present study, as the findings may not be generalizable in individualistic cultural settings. We invite future research to revalidate our hypotheses in individualistic cultural settings.

Conclusion
Present study is one of the initial attempts to explore whether the individual’s brand passion can be transferred to others. Our study reveals that parents’ brand passion can be transferred to child via emotional contagion for daughters who live with their parents but not those who live independently of their parents. Similarly, parents’ brand passion can be transferred to sons regardless of their geographical distance.
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